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We utilize the effect of hydrostatic pressure to investigate the magnetotransport properties of
degenerate p-Ge1−xMnxTe �x=0.10� ferromagnetic semiconductor. The Curie temperature was
found to increase with pressure as 0.27 K/kbar, which can be understood on the basis of the
Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida �RKKY� interaction mechanism. For sufficiently high carrier
concentration of po�1021 cm−3, both the light holes from the L valence band and the heavy holes
from the � valence band contribute to the RKKY interaction. Additionally, a negative
magnetoresistance is observed at low temperature and is found to decrease with pressure. © 2009
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3211990�

Recent experiments on �In,Mn�Sb under hydrostatic
pressure has clearly demonstrated an increase in carrier-
mediated coupling, and thus an increase in its Curie tempera-
ture Tc, as the lattice parameter is reduced by the applied
pressure.1 Tuning the exchange coupling by this process in-
creases the magnetization, and also induces the ferromag-
netic �FM� phase in an initially paramagnetic alloy. On the
other hand, a decrease in Tc with applied pressure has been
observed in FM Sb2−xVxTe3 single crystals and the phenom-
enon was attributed to hole-mediated ferromagnetism within
the Rudeman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida �RKKY� model that in-
cludes the oscillatory nature of the indirect ion–ion
interaction.2 Interestingly, earlier work on pressure studies in
PbMnSnTe by Suski et al.,3 shows that the observed shift in
Tc with pressure is due to the redistribution of carriers of the
band structure.

In this work, we have utilized the effect of hydrostatic
pressure to investigate the magnetotransport properties in de-
generate p-Ge1−xMnxTe. It is well known that carriers in
Ge1−xMnxTe are generated by metal sublattice vacancies and
the RKKY indirect exchange interaction via free carriers is
responsible for the formation of the FM phase. We seek to
understand the factors that influence the RKKY interaction in
Ge1−xMnxTe from the magnetotransport studies under the ef-
fect of hydrostatic pressure.

A 200-nm-thick Ge0.9Mn0.1Te thin film was grown on
BaF2 �111� substrates at Ts=200 °C by the solid-source mo-
lecular beam epitaxy.4 The Mn composition was determined
by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and the magnetic prop-
erties were investigated by a superconducting quantum inter-
ference device magnetometer. The magnetotransport mea-
surements were carried out in an Oxford Spectromag SM400
system, which was custom designed for hydrostatic pressure
measurement using an easyCell30 module up to 20 kbar
and in the temperature range of 2–300 K at applied field up
to 7 T. The pressure was determined using an in situ-
calibrated manganin manometer and pentane mixture was
used as the pressure transmitting medium.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the
resistivity ��T� for the Ge0.9Mn0.1Te sample at various pres-
sures. The magnetization M�T� curve measured at ambient
pressure is also depicted in the top panel. The Curie tempera-
ture TC=34 K is obtained at the point of inflection of
M�T� curve �solid blue line� under 100 Oe field applied
parallel to the plane. It can be seen that the M�T� curve
goes to zero at TC

� �100 K, which possibly originates from
FM Ge0.9Mn0.1Te clusters that give rise to magnetic short
range ordering.5 A shallow minimum �M in ��T� at TR

=34�10 K is observed at ambient pressure. We have pre-
viously established that the TR correlates directly with the TC
for different Mn compositions.5 The effect of an external
pressure �P� on ��T� has shifted TR toward higher tempera-
ture �indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1� and caused a decrease
in �.

Figure 2 shows the low temperature conductivity
��=1 /�� is fitted with �=�o+mT1/2 indicating that the
electron-electron scattering dominates in the low temperature
regime.6–8 In the high temperature regime, the � can be fitted
with a power law of ��T1.5 �red solid lines in Fig. 1� due to
phonon scattering. Figure 3 displays a linear dependence of

a�Electronic mail: eleteokl@nus.edu.sg.

FIG. 1. �Color online� ��T� measured at various applied pressures �open
symbols� and the red solid lines are fitted to the form of T1.5. The top panel
displays the M�T� curve measured at ambient pressure �solid symbols�.
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TR on P with a slope of dTc /dP�dTR /dP=0.27 K /kbar
and a reduction in �M with P. The decrease in � with P
apparently indicates that the pressure enhances the carrier
concentration �po�. Our Hall measurement indicates that
po�1.3�1021 cm−3 to be deep in the metallic region. We
utilize the simple relation �=1 / poq�, d� /dP=−�1 /�q�
��1 / po�2�dpo /dP� and by substituting our experimental re-
sult of d� /dP=−5.5�10−9 � m /kbar, we obtain dpo /dP
=11.4�1024 m−3 /kbar. The dTc /dpo can be further inferred
from the relation:dTc /dpo= �dTc /dP� / �dpo /dP�, giving
dTc /dpo=2.36�10−26 K /m−3.

In IV–VI materials such as PbTe, SnTe, and GeTe,9,10 the
band of light holes �lh� is located at the L point of the Bril-
louin zone and the band of heavy holes �hh� with its top
located at the � point below the L band. The L and � bands
have 4 and 12 equivalent energy valleys, respectively. Within
the RKKY model and the mean field theory, the TC can be
expressed as

TC =
2xS�S + 1�

3kB
IRKKY, �1�

where S=5 /2 is the Mn spin, x is the Mn composition, and
IRKKY is the total RKKY exchange integral, which is the sum
contributions from magnetic ions interacting with free hole
carriers from the valence band �VB�, i.e., IRKKY=�nvnIn,
where n is the type of valley of the band and v is the number
of equivalent energy bands in that valley. We take the band
structure of Ge1−xMnxTe to be the same as GeTe assuming
that the presence of Mn ions does not significantly alter the
band structure. We first consider the case of a single VB
model such that at high po, the Fermi level �EF� lies inside
the L band and thus only lh are involved in the interaction.
Hence, the RKKY interaction can be expressed as11,12

IRKKY = vLIL = vL��m��	 ao
2

29	3
2

��2kFao�4�Jpd

2 �
ij

zijF�2kFRij�e−Rij/�, �2�

where mL
� =1.15mo is the lh effective mass, ao=5.967 Å is

the lattice constant, kF= �3	2po /vL�1/3 is the Fermi wave vec-
tor per one valley for a spherical Fermi surface with the
number of equivalent energy valleys, vL=4 and po=1.3
�10−21 cm−3, Jpd is the exchange integral between holes
and Mn ions, Rij =ao

�i /2 is the distance between Mn ion site
i and j, zij is the number of nearest neighbors in the Rij range,
� is the mean free paths of the carriers, and F�2kFRij�
= ��sin 2kFRij −2kFRij cos 2kFRij� / �2kFRij�4�. We obtained
Jpd�216 meV at ambient pressure and the enhancement in
Jpd with P, i.e., dJpd /dP�0.94 meV /kbar. We note that Fu-
kuma et al.13 has obtained a range of Jpd�0.58–0.62 eV�
values for different po and Mn composition by considering
only a single valley �i.e., v=1�.

Next, we consider the case of the two VB model such
that at sufficiently high po, the EF lies inside the L band as
well as the � band. This model was invoked to describe the
physical properties of PbSnMnTe.11,12,14 It has been pointed
out that due to the large effective mass of hh, the RKKY
interaction is mostly mediated via carriers populating the
� band. In the same vein, the increase in the po of
Ge0.9Mn0.1Te can be further analyzed from the two VB
model, which was also proposed in the pressure studies of
thermopower of GeTe.15 Considering its band structure, the
energy separation �Ev between the L and � bands is in the
range of 0.4–0.6 eV. It has been pointed out that for po
�1021 cm−3, the EF drops 0.6 eV below the L band, inter-
secting the � band in the absence of an applied P. With
increasing P, the �Ev is diminished and the � band is suc-
cessively promoted on the EF level, thereby increasing po.
The presence of more itinerant charge carriers could well
enhance the RKKY interactions mechanism and hence in-
crease the Tc. For Ge0.9Mn0.1Te with po�1.3�1021 cm−3,
we could expect that the lh from the L band and the hh from
the � band both contribute to the RKKY interaction, i.e.,
IRKKY=4IL+12I�. In this case, po= pL+ p� and the param-
eters of the subbands can be obtained from the results of
Kolomoets et al.,16 where the lh and hh effective masses are
mL

� =1.15mo and m�
� =5mo, respectively and pL / p�=3.6. Us-

ing Eq. �1� and the respective band parameters, assuming the
Jpd is the same for both bands, we obtained Jpd�78 meV
at ambient pressure and dJpd /dP�0.19 meV /kbar. The
smaller value, as compared to the case of only considering
the L band, is due to the redistributions of carriers and more
contribution to the RKKY interaction is attributed to the hh.
Nevertheless, it is comparable to the corresponding value of
100 meV in �Pb, Sn, Mn�Te.11 A dTc /dP�0.098 K /kbar is
obtained for po=3.6�1020 cm−3 in �Pb, Sn, Mn�Te,3 which
is smaller than that in Ge0.9Mn0.1Te �0.27 K/kbar�. Corre-
spondingly, a larger relative change in po with P is observed
for Ge0.9Mn0.1Te �0.86%/kbar� than that for �Pb, Sn, Mn�Te
�0.51%/kbar�. In the case of �Sb, V�Te material, the increase
in po with P has led to a suppression of ferromagnetism
which was attributed to a frustrated indirect coupling led by
excess carrier concentrations.2 The recent report by Fukuma
et al.17 has shown that the FM ordering of Ge1−xMnxTe was

FIG. 2. Conductivities ����� vs T1/2 for pressures. The solid lines are fitted
with the form of T0.5.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The shifts in TR and �M as functions of pressure �P�.
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found to increase with po up to 3.0�1021 cm−3, after which
it deceases with increasing po due to the similar effect. The
frustration induced by RKKY oscillation is dominant when
po /ni1, where ni is the impurity concentration.18 In our
case, the maximum po at 20 kbar is �1.48�1021 cm−3, and
thus po /ni�0.78 is less than unity. This explains the en-
hancement, instead of suppression, in TC. On the other hand,
there is no observation of change in po with P in �In, Mn�Sb
while there is a slight decrease in po in the case of �Ga,
Mn�As.19 The TC in these materials were found to increase
with P mainly due to the enhancement in Jpd and the band
mass in according to the mean field model. It has also been
found in InSb:Mn that pressure induced an increase in the
exchange splitting of the acceptor hole levels and a corre-
sponding strong reduction in po.20

Figure 4 shows the pressure dependence of magnetore-
sistance �MR� at 4 K. We analyzed the negative MR at vari-
ous P at 4 K by fitting it to a weak localization model21

��

�
� −

��

�
= − ���	 e2

2	2


	A

l

 f�x� , �3a�

f�x� = �
N=0

� 2��N + 1 + x − �N + x� −
1

�N + 1/2 + x
� ,

�3b�

x =



eH
	1

4

	 1

��
2 
 , �3c�

where l�=�
 /eH�1/2� is the magnetic length and with the con-
stant A and phase coherence length �� are used as fitting
parameters. It is noteworthy that weak localization has also
been observed in other materials such as Pb1−xEuxTe �Ref. 22
and �Ga,Mn�As.23,24 Following Prinz et al.,22 a prefactor a of
the positive MR ��=aB2 is also included as an adjustable

parameter. The least-square fits to the MR curves are shown
as solid lines for various P in Fig. 4. The inset shows the ��

as a function of P. As Tc increases with P, the magnetic
fluctuation at low temperature is weakened, and this could
lead to an increase in �� with P.

In summary, we have investigated the magnetotransport
properties of degenerate p-Ge1−xMnxTe with x=0.1. The TC
is observed to increase with pressure mainly due to the in-
crease in carrier concentration responsible for the interac-
tions between Mn ions. A two VB model is invoked to ex-
plain the results. The negative MR at low temperature can be
attributed to the weak localization model.
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